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The Greatest I nvariance-Group of 
Multivariate Models 
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Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
A useful theorem to determine the group of all afline transformations leaving a 
multivariate normal test problem invariant is presented. For the MANOVA and 
GMANOVA test problems the well-known invariance groups are shown to be the 
greatest invariance-groups. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is often easy to specify an invariance-group but not to prove that it 
contains all transformations leaving a testing problem invariant. If there 
exists a greater invariance-group, a greater reduction by invariance can be 
obtained. So it is desirable to use the greatest invariance-group, i.e., the 
group which contains every affine transformation leaving a testing problem 
invariant. For example, Gleser and Olkin [2] have used an invariance- 
group for the GMANOVA problem to derive the LRT. They note that 
there exists a greater invariance-group. Kariya [3] denoted this group as 
the “full” group, but did not show that it is the greatest invariance-group. 
Using results of Lehmann and Stein [7], Eaton [l] characterized all trans- 
formations leaving the MANOVA testing problem invariant. 
In this paper we prove a theorem that helps to determine the greatest 
invariance-group in multivariate normal models. We do not use a prior suf- 
ficiency reduction, as Eaton [1] did, but consider only a&e transfor- 
mations. As a special case we show that the “full” group considered by 
Kariya [3] is the greatest invariance-group. 
In the following Iw” ’ p is the set of all real n x p matrices, %!‘(n) the set of 
all non-singular real n x n matrices, O(n) the set of all orthonormal real 
n x n matrices, S+(n) the set of all positive definite symmetric n x n 
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matrices and S(n) the set of all symmetric n x n matrices. The Kronecker 
product of matrices will be indicated by the sign @ and the rank of a 
matrix A by r(A). L(X) denotes the distribution of a random variable X. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following model will be considered: 
Let x be an n x p dimensional real random matrix with the distribution 
W) = N(& LO 3 eE@cwXP, CES+(P), (2.1) 
where (8, S+ (~1) is a known parameter space. As usual (2.1) should be 
read in the sense that the 12 rows of X are independent p dimensional ran- 
dom vectors which are normally distributed with the common covariance 
matrix .Z. 
The testing problem 
H,: 8E@O versus H,: OE@\@, (2.2) 
(where OO c 8 is known) is to be examined. 
The family of all n x p dimensional multivariate normal distributions 
remains invariant under affme transformations. For a testing problem (2.2) 
of model (2.1) we consider all affne transformations from R” xp to R” xp. 
Rnrp is isomorphic to Wp with the isomorphism vet, where vet(A) is the 
np x 1 vector obtained from an n x p matrix A by ordering its entries 
lexicographically. Thus every atline transformation g: UP + EP’ with 
g(x) = Hx + a, HE Rnp x np, aERnP 
is equivalent to a transformation g: Rnxp + Rnxp. g can be written as 
g(x) = ? P,xF,+ A, Pie KY”“, Fi~RPXP, AE Rnxp, NE N, 
i=l 
H= f P,QF,I and a = vec( A). (2.3) 
i= 1 
Let G be the set of all aftine transformations g: R” xp + IV xp and GO be the 
subset of all g E G with 
g(x) = PxF+ A, PEO(~), FEW(~), AeWXP. (2.4) 
In Section 3 we will show that G,, is the greatest invariant group of aftine 
transformations leaving the model (2.1) invariant with 8 = R” xp. NOW it is 
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possible to determine the maximal invariance-group for other models. In 
Section 4 we can show that the invariance-groups which Lehmann [6] and 
Kariya [3] considered for the MANOVA problem and the GMANOVA 
problem are the greatest invariance-groups. 
I  
3. MAIN THEOREM 
Let X be distributed as in (2.1). Then g E G induces the distribution 
L(g(X))=N 
( 
f PieFj+A, H(Z”QZ)H’ (3.1) 
i= I 
where H is defined in (2.3). 
If g leaves the model (2.7) invariant, it fulfills 
VeEQ: g(e)EQ (3.2) 
and 
~~ES+(~)~YES+(~):H(Z,,QC)H’=Z,,QY. (3.3) 
The following theorem shows that (3.3) implies g E Go. 
THEOREM 3.1. G, is the greatest invariance-group for model (2.1) with 
Q=[Wnxp. 
Proof It is obvious that G, is an invariance-group. 
For z = Zp we get from (3.3) 
ATE 9%‘(p): HH’= (I,@ T)(Z,@ T’). 
The lemma of Vinograde [lo] yields 
3Ce O(np): H = (Z,, @ T) C. 
c fulfills (3.3), too. 
The following lemma completes the proof. l 
LEMMA 3.1. For all CE 8(np) the statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) V~ES+(~)~~EE+(~):C(Z,@~I)C’=Z,~Y. 
(ii) ~PEO(~)~FEO(~):C=P@F. 
Proof: (ii) -P (i): this is obvious. 
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(i) -+ (ii): The linear mapping f: S+(p) + S+(p) with 
fW= up7 %(p--l)nl cvnov c’c~,JA’ 
can be expanded to a mapping z S(p) --f S(p). 
The mapping g: Rp + Iwp 
g(x) = up, 01 CUrI 0 x) 
is linear. There exists a matrix FE Wxp with 
g(x) = Fx. 
For every x E Rp we get 
Z,~(F~x’~)=Z,OCg(x)g(x)‘l=Z,o~(xx’)=c(z,oxx’)c’ (3.4) 
The lemma of Vinograde [lo] yields 
VxERp3E,EO(n): C(Z,@x)=E,@Fx. 
Applying the trace operator on (3.4) we get x’x = x’F’Fx and therefore 
FE O(p). So every x, y E [wp fulfills 
x’yZ, = (C(Z, 0 x))’ C(Z, @ y) = x’yE:E,. 
For x’y # 0 it follows E, = E,,. There exists a matrix E E o(n) with 
VXER~: C(Z,@x)=E@F)(Z,,Ox). 1 
To find the greatest invariance-group for the model (2.1) with 8 # OB” x p or 
for a test problem on model (2.1) those gc G,, must be selected which leave 
the model or the testing problem invariant. 
4. THE GREATEST INVARIANT-GROUP 
FOR THE GMANOVA PROBLEM 
In the following we determine the greatest invariant-group for the 
GMANOVA problem explicitly. For the MANOVA problems we only 
specify the greatest invariance-group. 
4.1. GMANO VA Problem 
The GMANOVA problem of Potthoff and Roy [8] can be expressed in 
the canonical form (2.1) (2.2) with 
683/19/l-11 
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(4.1) 
and n=C?=, ni, p=C!=, pi, ~1, pi, ~320, ~2, p2>0, n3>p. 
Problems of testing the hypotheses on location parameters under the 
model of Potthoff and Roy [8] were considered by Khatri [S], 
Krishnaiah [4] and Rao [9]. Sufficiency considerations lead to the 
canonical form obtained by Gleser and Olkin [2]. 
For the case ni> 0, pi > 0, i= 1, 2, 3, we determine the greatest 
invariance-group. In the other cases one can obtain the group in the same 
way. 
An afline mapping gE G leaving the canonical form of the test problem 
invariant fulfills (3.1) (3.2) and 
WE@: g(f?)EOoeE@@ (4.2) 
Let P=(P,)eD(n), t;=(F,)~%(p), A=(A,)E[W”~~ and (PxF+A)= 
((P x F+ A),) be partitioned matrices with the submatrices P,(n, x nj), 
F,(p,xp,), Av(nixpj) and (PxF+A),(n,xpj), i= 1,2, 3. 
Choosing 8 = 0 E GO we get from (4.2) A E OO. Using (3.1), (4.2) and 
(PtlF+A),= i i P,t’,,F,+A, 
p=l v=l 
it is easy to show by contradiction that F,, = 0, F13 = 0, Fz3 = 0, P,, = 0, 
P31 = 0 and P32 = 0. F is a lower and P an upper partitioned triangular 
matrix. P-l is upper partitioned triangular, too. P’ = P-’ implies that P is 
a partitioned diagonal matrix. Therefore the greatest invariance-group of 
affine transformations for the GMANOVA problem in canonical form is 
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A transformation of GG according to the sufficiency reduction of Gleser 
and Olkin [2] results in the group Kariya [3] has used. So the group 
which he denoted as “full” group is really the greatest invariance-group for 
the canonical form of Gleser and Olkin [2]. 
4.2. MANOVA Problem 
The canonical form of the MANOVA problem (see Lehmann [4, 
p. 293 ff.]) is the special case of the canonical form of the GMANOVA 
problem (2.1), (2.2) (4.1) with p1 = pj = 0. Therefore the group Lehmann 
used 
is the greatest invariance-group for the canonical form of the MANOVA 
problem. 
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